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Showing 1-30 Start your review of the Epic in America Feb 27, 2013 Todd Kinsey has rated it like it while Adams' trial easily reads and invents the American dream term in this book, it is a classic example of review history. Adam serves on The Woodrow Wilson staff who may be the worst president in
American history although our current president is giving him a run for his money. March 18, 2009 French Travis rated it was amazing This is what a history book was to be. At school we taught all names and dates that make up an important part of American history. What we missed out on is the story, the
adventure of forming a nation. I bought the 1931 edition on Amazon because I wanted it on the idea of the American Dream. The phrase comes often in books by Hunter S. Thomspson. I was shocked to learn that the term has a specific origin and a short story. It seems almost a thought. The coming
phrase is what a history book must be. At school we taught all names and dates that make up an important part of American history. What we missed out on is the story, the adventure of forming a nation. I bought the 1931 edition on Amazon because I wanted it on the idea of the American Dream. The
phrase comes often in books by Hunter S. Thomspson. I was shocked to learn that the term has a specific origin and a short story. It seems almost a thought. The phrase comes frequently, but is not defined until the end of the book. This is one of those books that will change the way you look in the world.
... Plus Apr 29, 2013 Call Iles rated it was surprisingly wow. Adams takes the reader over a large, bird-eye view of the story in America until the date of publishing, 1931. Instead of being caught up in detail, the author looks at causes, feelings, feelings and accessories to events. With pleasure itself and
passionate advantages and a genuine desire to see his nation pull itself out of The Second World War and become once again, Adams touched upon useless truths and description of a path back to the 'American Dream.' An amazing book that wow. Adams takes the reader over a large, bird-eye view of
the story in America until the date of publishing, 1931. Instead of being caught up in detail, the author looks at causes, feelings, feelings and accessories to events. With pleasure itself and passionate advantages and a genuine desire to see his nation pull itself out of The Second World War and become
once again, Adams touched upon useless truths and description of a path back to the 'American Dream.' An amazing book that shows how the words of Solomon is true – 'There is nothing new under the sun.' ... plus October 11, 2013 Peters100 rated it really liked it Sur Amazing in American idea of 'bigger
is better' and how, and increases in corporations in the 1840s, corruption and corruption have become the American way. How both economic and political power played out in their hands a few very wealthy people, and effectively ended any real promise of making 'the American dream' a reality. A must
read for anyone who wants to understand America's reality. I have feelings of controversy regarding this book, because it is as equally cringe-inducing as it is somewhat inspirational. The author's inability to refer to Native Americans as anything other than savages or barbariers is absolute, as is his
absolute and complete belief that Europeans, but most especially the English, are superior to any and everyone else... Of course, this was also the predominant belief at the time. I've found this book in my father's hands of belief that all my modern stories have feelings of controversy about this book,
because it's as equally cringe-induced as it is somewhat inspirational. The author's inability to refer to Native Americans as anything other than savages or barbariers is absolute, as is his absolute and complete belief that Europeans, but most especially the English, are superior to any and everyone else...
Of course, this was also the predominant belief at the time. I found this book from my father in the belief that all modern historical books, particularly those used in schools, are telling socialists' socialist stories and that we need to preserve books like this before left to burn them all up and retrieve
everything. Of course, I'm one of those left and I would never burn a book, regardless of its content. I felt that I had to read this to see exactly that it was meant to be, and I have to say that I am disappointed. As I started this book, it was dreadful and terrible, but in the end there were some nuggets of
information and some opinions put forward by the author who are not necessarily bad and igny of note, examples that accumulation of wealth for the sake of wealth should not be promoted in America; for people to receive higher salaries pursuing their chosen life, no simply for them to purchase more; that
people should be educated to be good citizens, not patriots, to name just but a few. In general, I feel that this is a Visitor too much about the United States and almost our state cannot do any harm. It completely gloss over native Americans – and it even states that there were perhaps, at most, less than
half a million of them living on the continent when the Europeans first arrived... a soup. It is rather postponed to all labor conflicts that occurred in the 19th and 20th centuries, and it seems to be considered slavery for a totally fine institution. However, it calls the United States on the occasional hypocrisy,
notably the idea that we believe in self-determination – as above also to impose our willingness on the South and the Philippines. It also reflects that the U.S. is potentially going to lose its way without a continuously expanding boundary of (this book was published in 1931)... and i can't say it's not right,
because I tend to agree with it we have. It's a strange dichotomy, yet exciting still. For someone who wants to read American history, I would recommend this book, but I would make sure the reader takes it with a single pill, a healthy dose of doubt, and read about a dozen other less-biased books for a
single picture of what happened. ... plus I put 4 stars in this book because I think it gave me a slightly different perspective on U.S. history than what I got in grade school and high school. I didn't give it 5 stars because I had to work my way through the book. It was not a fast read for me. It was written, as
you see, by James Adam who is one of the descendants of Adam's family as John Quincy Adam. It was written in the 1930's so the Second World War was not in anyone's mind anymore. The reason for getting into World War I wish 4 stars in this book because I think it gave me a slightly different
perspective on U.S. history than what I received in grade and high school school. I didn't give it 5 stars because I had to work my way through the book. It was not a fast read for me. It was written, as you see, by James Adam who is one of the descendants of Adam's family as John Quincy Adam. It was
written in the 1930's so the Second World War was not in anyone's mind anymore. The reason for getting into World War I was interesting, and if I read and understood it correctly, it had more to do with economics than the sin of Lusitania. The cause of the Civil War was also interesting. The North wanted
to end slavery. But they ran big businesses that treated workers just a tooth higher than slaves anyway and totally unintentionally changed that again. Adam tells the story in a very familiar fashion that is easily understood. His views have a lot of truth in them I think. I was also surprised to read that some of
the same things people say today were complaining through a lot of our history. The one that strikes a familiar ring is the difference between the rich people and those they are not rich. Cars began to become something that many of the people began to own. Adam complained of the inevitable littering that
would happen as people left their car on the side of the road when they were connected outside. So the fact that the story from the 1930s allowed the reader to compare Adam's thoughts from that era with the real story that has been made since then. If you like history and would like this perspective can
be a good one for you. ... plus 14 June 2018 Colton rated he didn't like it · Reviewing another edition It is a difficult dream for the European upper class to be interpreted adequate, and too many of us ourselves grew up with mistrust in it -404 It was a dream for being able to grow into comprehensive
development as men and women, the barriers that developed slowly into older civilization, impressed by social orders developed for class benefits rather than for simple all classes –405 On April 19, 2019 Africa rated it was love it I thought it was a very interesting book about history and especially the
American Dream. I liked it better at the beginning when it a while talked about the 1400-1600 years, but after that, I thought it was going to detail too much and started getting boring in some parts. Christian Rated His Lover Sep 19, 2018 Cory Plunket Rated He Really Liked His 11, 2018 Bill Yates Rated It
Was Amazing October 22, 2018 Sini Heinonen Rated She Really Liked Her May 18, 2020 Em Chitty Rated Her Amazing Dec 06, 2017 Support Rated She Was Amazing May 28, 2009 Isabel Yeung Rated Her Amazing Nov 26 , 2014 Hirsh Jain rated her amazing Apr 08, 2016 Duda Fortes rated it was
amazing Oct 14, 2013 Nat Bond Rated She Really Loved Her Apr 26, 2013 Lea Pompe Rated She Was Surprisingly Feb 06, 2015 Jeff Rated Her Loved One Aug 25, 2011 Lee Rated Her Amazing Nov 25, 2015 Chris Rated She Was Amazing 17 August 17 , 2015 2015
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